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17287, 17288,.Q: Changing the order of operations with chained method calls
Consider the following code (which fails because "Two" is not a number): class
Foo def bar(num) num.times.sum end end I could solve this by saving the class
variable to a local variable that is only set inside of the function: class Foo def
bar(num) @num = num num.times.sum end end But what if this was a part of a
chain of method calls? foo.send(:bar, 3).send(:times, [1, 2, 3]) This is a contrived
example. In reality, this code may be part of a large method that is passed a
number of intermediate objects. My initial thought was to save the.send(:times)
method as a local variable so that I can call it as a method inside the "bar" method.
My question is: Is that a sensible solution? Is there a better solution? A: This is a
contrived example. In reality, this code may be part of a large method that is
passed a number of intermediate objects. It's contrived. This code should not be
used in real life. My initial thought was to save the.send(:times) method as a local
variable so that I can call it as a method inside the "bar
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